Separating man from genius, Einstein offers a startling new portrait of the iconic physicist. Wild-haired eccentric, revolutionary scientist, peace activist, Albert Einstein is well established in the popular imagination. He is celebrated for his contributions to our understanding of the cosmos, and his personal life?particularly his troubled relationship with his family and his numerous affairs with women?continues to generate controversy.
Jürgen Neffe takes a completely new approach to Einstein, giving readers an intimate look at Einstein's life and work. He debunks popular stereotypes and explains Einstein's scientific achievements in clear and accessible prose. Drawing on newly unearthed documents, including a series of letters from Einstein to his sons, Neffe presents a rich psychological portrait of a man whose character has too often been lost in the bright glow of celebrity.
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Editorial Review
From Publishers Weekly Rarely has a single individual been so farsighted and myopic at the same time," Neffe observes, setting off to illuminate the truth behind the legend of Albert Einstein. This expanded version of Neffe's acclaimed biography first published in Germany in 2005 takes advantage of newly discovered documents, including the diaries of Einstein's Berlin physician, János Plesch, and letters from Einstein to his first wife, Mileva, and his sons, Hans Albert and Eduard. The biography is structured topically, with chapters devoted to Einstein's childhood and early schooling, his friendships, his physics research and how politics affected his work. Neffe repeatedly cites Einstein's dual nature: intelligent and serious, while simultaneously "childlike" and cheerful; a man whose theory of relativity changed the way we see the universe, yet who professed a decided "ambivalence" for the modern art and music influenced by his discoveries. Coupling insights into Einstein's character with clear descriptions of the physicist's groundbreaking research, Neffe creates a fascinating portrait of this "egocentric loner with a sense of responsibility for all mankind," one of the most intriguing figures of the 20th century. While Walter Isaacson's new biography is bound to be the big seller, Neffe is more straightforward on Einstein's less appealing traits: the misogynist, the curmudgeon, the passiveaggressive father. "A comprehensive, sympathetic, and very readable portrait of the man, the celebrity, the scientist, and the theories that transformed physics and the modern world... Stellar research and prose combine in a splendid biography of physics' most luminous supernova." (Kirkus Reviews (starred review))
Users Review
From reader reviews:
Sam Holmes:
Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important behave, like looking for your favorite guide and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add your knowledge by the guide entitled Einstein: A Biography. Try to make book Einstein: A Biography as your close friend. It means that it can being your friend when you feel alone and beside that of course make you smarter than ever before. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you a lot more confidence because you can know every little thing by the book. So , we should make new experience and knowledge with this book.
Samuel Salamanca:
Do you considered one of people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained within the straightway, hold on guys this specific aren't like that. This Einstein: A Biography book is readable simply by you who hate the straight word style. You will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving perhaps decrease the knowledge that want to provide to you. The writer involving Einstein: A Biography content conveys the thought easily to understand by many people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content but it just different as it. So , do you still thinking Einstein: A Biography is not loveable to be your top record reading book?
Billy Simpson:
This Einstein: A Biography are reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person, why. The explanation of this Einstein: A Biography can be one of the great books you must have will be giving you more than just simple examining food but feed a person with information that maybe will shock your before knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions at e-book and printed people. Beside that this Einstein: A Biography giving you an enormous of experience such as rich vocabulary, giving you trial of critical thinking that could it useful in your day action. So , let's have it and revel in reading.
